Dear colleagues at community of Medical Physics

Date of 7, Nov, 2017 was celebrated as the day of International day of medical physics in Iran. The program was arranged by Iranian Association of Medical Physicists (IAMP) with collaboration of Sh. Beheshti University of Medical Sciences. About 100 medical physicists attendee into the program including directories of IAMP, national board of medical physics, academic members and student of medical physics from different universities of Tehran and some other cities.

In this program 150th birth day of Marie Curie was appreciated and for this reason we had some talks by the key speakers including the head of Medical school, head of medical physics board, president of IAMP and one pronounced woman in the community of medical physics as well as a letter from professor Azam Niroomand Rad which was read on behalf of her. At the end we presented some awards to three pioneered people of the community which have had efficient contribution for improving medical physics in Iran.

Enclosed you can find a photo from the program.

Best wishes
SR Mahdavi
Iranian Association of Medical Physicists